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Abstract
Mobile communication offers many new opportunities. However, because of the mobility of
the subscribers trustworthiness of data, reliability and security are major issues.
Our objective is to increase the network's trustworthiness by providing means to prevent
generation of moving tracks: The protection should be shifted into a subscriber‘s domain where
the administration of the location information of his mobile station is handled as far as
possible. Outside his domain, the subscriber should be able to act anonymously whenever
possible.
The location management strategies presented in this paper achieve anonymity of the
communicating parties and therefore fulfill the requirement of privacy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since bandwidth is a very limited resource in radio networks, it is necessary to subdivide the
service area into many cells to allow re-use of transmissional frequencies. Therefore, the
network structure of GSM [GSM_93] is distributed: several Mobile Switching Centers (MSC)
and local databases (Visitor Location Register, VLR) are distributed in the system serving their
respective local areas (MSC-Area). The MSC-Area in turn is subdivided into several Location
Areas (LA), and an LA is subdivided into several cells.
The smallest unit of the cellular network is the cell. Within a cell the mobile subscriber is
able to call anyone and is reachable for anyone. As the subscribers are free to go everywhere in
the service area, it is obvious that they will enter and leave cells. Therefore, location
information must be managed. Taking some performance considerations into account, the
location information maintained in the network is in terms of Location Areas (LA). Currently,
2management of such data is organized using a central database, the Home Location Register
(HLR).
A centralized HLR stores data on subscribers and mobile stations. When a subscriber enters
a new LA served by a new MSC, only the relevant data is downloaded to the VLR. For
example, the message flow of the Location updating process (LUP) is shown in Figure 1. The
mobile station (MS) initiates the LUP (1). The new MSC forwards the request (2) to the HLR
which triggers canceling the old record in the database of the previous MSCold (3,4'). In
parallel the HLR confirms the updating in MSCnew (4) which in turn acknowledges the MS
request (5).
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Figure 1 Example of a location update in GSM-network according to [MoPa_92]
As can be seen in Figure 1 the HLR coordinates all data changes. This leads to the security
problem of confidentiality. The network provider has unlimited access to the HLR and is able
to locate a subscriber using the trace procedure specified in GSM. Hence, at least the network
provider is able to (ab)use personal data to record moving tracks. We consider the ability to
trace the user of a mobile station and to construct moving tracks without the user‘s knowledge
as a violation of the data security requirement "confidentiality".
It is expected, that the number of mobile subscribers will increase dramatically in the future.
In order to meet future demands performance of the system must be increased by cell division
and reuse of bandwidth. However, with the size of cells becoming smaller and smaller, very
detailed information will be available and therefore the determination of the location of a
mobile station will become more and more accurate.
Attempts to solve this problem have been proposed in [FJKP_95, Hets_93, Pfit_93,
SpTh_93, SpTh_94] and others. We introduce some methods and extend them by new
concepts.
The advantages of our new concept include the consideration of privacy, a more efficient
administration of data and the usage of the common network structure to a large degree.
2. DATA PROTECTION AND SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
Illegal compilation and unrecognized change of information and disruption of functionality by
unauthorized entities in a communication network must be prevented. Related security
requirements are availability, integrity and confidentiality.
"Availability" means, that the communication network enables communication between all
parties who wish to communicate (and who are allowed to).
"Integrity" relates correctness, completeness and timeliness as well as to the proof that a
sender has sent a message and/or the addressee has received it. For the technical fulfillment of
3integrity, mainly cryptographic methods are applied such as authentication codes and digital
signatures.
"Confidentiality" means that data is available to authorized parties only. Especially the
protection of the location information of a mobile station needs to be managed. Neither
potential communication partners nor third parties (including the network operator(s)) should
be able to locate mobile stations or their users. [Pfit_93] suggests the concept of Radio-
MIXes1. Cryptographic techniques on their own would be insufficient for implementation of
confidentiality since our security requirements concern switching data as well (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Possible technical realizations of security requirement confidentiality in radio
networks
In the past only one aspect has been considered with regard to security. The user of a
communication system like GSM has to authenticate himself to the network provider.
However, the opposite way has never been an issue.
Yet, we demand multilateral security. This means that the security requirements given
above have to be guaranteed for everybody no matter whether the violator is a subscriber or a
service provider. Confidentiality has to be ensured regarding the individual user, the
communication partner and, depending on the application, third parties, particularly service and
network providers.
3. TRUSTWORTHY MAINTENANCE OF LOCATION INFORMATION
– RELATED WORKS
According to our security requirements the location information of a mobile subscriber must be
stored confidentially. One approach is to maintain the location information in a trustworthy
environment [Pfit_93, Hets_93]. A personal digital assistant or "personal communication
bodyguard" is proposed for managing the location information of a mobile subscriber. The
1
 Radio-MIXes = basic concept for protection of sender, recipient and current location of the subscriber in radio
networks which combines the following methods: end-to-end-encryption, link encryption between mobile station
and home station, MIX-cascade (see also Chapter 3) and broadcast of filtered communication requests [Pfit_93].
4digital assistant in [Pfit_93] is a Home Personal Computer (HPC) located in a trusted and
private environment, e.g. the home of the subscriber. The location information of the mobile
subscriber is stored in the HPC. If the mobile subscriber roams into another LA the location
information in the HPC will be updated.
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Figure 3 Trustworthy maintenance of location information in a Home Personal
Computer (HPC)
In addition, unlinkability between BTSs and HPC (against strong locating attempts) is
achieved by MIX-cascades (see [PfPW_91]).
Let us suppose subscriber A wants to set up a call to a mobile subscriber B (see Figure 3).
First the network establishes a connection to B's fixed trusted station HPCB (1,2). The
information which BTS is responsible is stored in this HPCB. Then, the call is routed (through
the MIXes‘ unlinkability) to the BTS (3-7). The BTS broadcasts the call in the cell area (8). If
B wants to communicate he will establish the connection to A.
In principle the functionality of the HPC (as mentioned above) may be extended to an
"intelligent" digital assistant, e.g. a dynamic answering machine and a reachability
management machine. In summary that means that each subscriber needs a trusted private
device for processing incoming calls (i.e. forwarding, answering etc.).
Every change of the location area leads to LUP-signaling between MS and HPC. If the LA
is frequently changed, the signaling overhead for LUPs may increase rapidly. This problem is
reduced by doing the following:
At an incoming call the HPC searches the MS by broadcast signaling in the entire network
area. Thus, the HPC does not need to manage detailed location information. However, such a
system will have a high signaling load. There will also be an optimization problem between
location updating and broadcast signaling.
Anonymity by broadcasting makes use of the concept of implicit addresses [PfWa_87].
Implicit addresses describe (in opposite to explicit addresses) neither a location in the network
nor a station. Only the intended recipient may recognize that a message is addressed to him. An
implicit address is a recognizable mark for the addressee but meaningless and unlinkable for all
others.
Visible implicit addresses may be tested for equality by everybody: The subscribers choose
arbitrary names (addresses) for themselves, e.g. random numbers. The recipient holds his valid
implicit addresses in an associative memory. In this way messages are recognized very
efficiently.
Invisible implicit addresses may be tested only by the addressee. For this test a (public key)
cryptosystem is necessary. Therefore, invisible implicit addresses are more costly than visible
implicit addresses.
If the HPC has the functionality of a reachability manager (see [FJKP_95]) communication
demands can be filtered and the overload of the radio network by broadcast be possibly
5reduced. Another way to reduce the signaling load of a broadcast exists if the HPC is adjustable
by the subscriber. In this case the HPC may be adjusted in such a way that the broadcast area is
reduced to the area the MS is probably roaming.
It is obvious: the larger a broadcast area the higher the anonymity of everyone.
The planned integration of existing and future cellular systems into UMTS opens up new
possibilities for privacy and data protection. The cells (pico-, micro-, macro cells and satellite
overlay cells) are at least partly overlaid. Therefore, the term hierarchical cell areas is used.
Suppose there is broadcasting in a possibly large cell area (e.g. satellite cell) even though the
MS roams in a small area regarding the subscribed system (e.g. micro cell of GSM). Thus, the
necessary location information can be a lot less accurate [FJKP_95]. Therefore, in this
approach a wide cell area is used for broadcast depending on the network efficiency and the
desired level of anonymity. One technical approach for wide area broadcasting is the usage of
low altitude satellites (Low Earth Orbit, LEO).
4. ANONYMOUS SUBSCRIBERS USING PSEUDONYMS
Previous investigations concerning the subscriber's security in location management suggested
network structures in which the network operator should not have any information on the
subscriber's current location. These approaches imply that the network operator should not
have any databases.
In the following chapters we examine the security location management from another angle.
Our main concern is that the identity of the mobile user has to be kept secret from the network
operator. If we still want to use central databases where the location information is stored then
the usage of pseudonyms of the subscriber is a possible approach. Thus, the exact location
information is stored but can only be linked to the pseudonym of the subscriber and the
network operator can use efficient location management strategies with the aid of central
databases.
4.1 Periodic Pseudonyms
As mentioned above the network operator is allowed to keep exact location information if this
information is not related to an identifiable subscriber, but to a pseudonym instead. The
network is time synchronized and at a time ti all subscribers in each location area transmit an
implicit address to the network.
This implicit address is quite long (e.g. 50 to 100 Bits) and would be treated as a pseudonym
by the network administrator. The source of the implicit address is a pseudo random generator
(PRG) with the secret key kB. The same implicit address is generated in the subscriber's MS
and in the subscriber's trusted HPC, too. In order to generate the same implicit address in the
HPC and the subscriber's MS, there must be a prior key-exchange between these entities. In
each time period both MS and HPC create a new pseudonym. The MS in its present location
has to inform the network that a new pseudonym has to be registered in this LA. We call this
act the pseudonym registration.
Location Registration and Location Updating
The network registers the MS of a subscriber B under a new pseudonym IDB = PRG(kB,ti).
The new identity within a location area is called IDB. It is a newly created entry in the
databases of the network. Therefore, the network operator cannot find out the real identity of B
although the transmitted information is known, i.e. the IDB and the location area identifier.
PRG(kB,ti) is also generated in the HPC of the subscriber. It produces the same IDB at the
same time. At the pseudonym registration the network behaves like a GSM-system when a MS
is switched on.
6All location updating procedures of the GSM can work under the pseudonym IDB.
Therefore, no modifications in location updating are necessary.
Mobile Terminated Call Setup
With this configuration of the distributed information a call setup leads us to the following
procedure (see Figure 4):
Subscriber A wants to communicate to the mobile subscriber B. First, the network needs the
current pseudonym IDB of B. It requests the trusted private environment HPCB of B for IDB.
Against surveillance of B's location the requests have to be audited in the HPC. In the HLR the
entry «IDB,VLR» is used to route the call to the responsible MSC/VLR. The VLR knows the
current LA of the pseudonym IDB and arranges the sending of the paging message.
In relaxing the synchronization requirements, the old IDs in conjunction with the location
information should remain longer in the network databases than the time period of the time-
synchronization. Since each ID is handled separately, unlinkability of the IDs is guaranteed2.
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Figure 4 Periodic pseudonyms: Mobile terminated call setup
Compared with GSM we can conclude that the effective additional cost is equivalent to the
cost of using a HPC. It can be expressed in terms of more signaling load because we assume
that the time period is shorter for the pseudonym method than for the pure location updating.
An additional advantage of this is that the system is more robust.
4.2 Group Pseudonyms - An Approach with Location Management
according to the logical GSM Structure
The previous approaches required a device in a trusted private environment, e.g. a HPC. The
use of a HPC leads us closer to multilateral security, however, it needs technical expense and
puts at risk the availability of services (e.g. power failure at home).
If security is organized in centralized environments the mentioned disadvantages of HPCs
can be avoided.
The approach suggested in this section requires the following assumption: It must be
possible to sample subscribers in subsets (or groups) and to keep anonymous the subscriber in
his subset. Then the network operator is allowed to manage the location information of this
group. All subscribers of one group are assigned to a group pseudonym.
Now we discuss a technical approach for group pseudonyms: For each subscriber a hash
value IMSI' is derived from the IMSI. The hash value IMSI'=h(R,IMSI) (R is a random
2
 as long as the network operator cannot identify the secret key kB
7number) is our group pseudonym for a set of subscribers since various IMSIs are mapped to the
same IMSI'.
The logical structure of GSM shall be kept. Therefore, the data bases of our concept are
called HLR* and VLR* (according to GSM's HLR and VLR). For illustration see Figure 5.
Location Registration
A mobile subscriber B wants to set up a location registration procedure. By polling the
broadcast channel B gets the LA. He sends the hash value IMSI'B of his IMSIB to the
responsible VLR*.
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Figure 5 Group pseudonyms: Location registration and mobile terminated call setup
If no subscriber of B's pseudonym group is registered in VLR* a new record «IMSI'B,n» with
n:=1 is created. Afterwards, the HLR* is notified that a subscriber of the pseudonym group
IMSI'B is registered.
If an additional subscriber of a registered pseudonym group in VLR* wants to register then
the record is updated to «IMSI'B,n:=n+1». In this case HLR* is not notified.
Via n the VLR* can recognize how many subscribers of the same pseudonym group are
roaming in the VLR* area.
If the last subscriber of one pseudonym group roams outside the VLR* area, the record
«IMSI'B,1» is removed and the HLR* is notified.
In the HLR* the relevant VLR*s are stored to each pseudonym group.
Mobile Terminated Call Setup
If a subscriber A wants to communicate to the mobile subscriber B (mobile terminated call
setup, mt-call setup), A calculates IMSI'B=h(R,IMSIB)3 and sends IMSI'B to the network.
Additionally, A encrypts the IMSIB in the form of an invisible implicit address
cB(RND,IMSIB). The random number RND guarantees that B cannot be identified by the
network. Against attacks by replay of cB(RND,IMSIB), a (signed) time stamp sig(T) may be an
additional part of the invisible implicit address: cB(RND,IMSIB,sig(T)).
HLR* sends cB(RND,IMSIB) to all registered VLR*s (in our example only VLR*1). The
VLR*s broadcast the implicit address in the relevant LAs (paging).
3
 To enable finding the relevant HLR parts of the IMSI, remain unchanged in IMSI', i. e. Mobile Country Code
and mobile network code.
8By polling the broadcast channel all mobile subscribers receive the messages but only B is
able to recognize the message: With his secret key dB he decrypts the message to
dB(cB(RND,IMSIB)) and recognizes his IMSIB.
Location Updating
If B roams into another LA a LUP is processed. By polling the broadcast channel he recognizes
that a new VLR* is responsible for him. He sends his IMSI'B to VLR*new. He arranges the
decrement of the counter n (see section Location Registration) in VLR*old and the increment of
n in VLR*new as well.
Of course, the LUP has to proceed authenticated but this should be already realized by
GSM's authentication procedures.
If necessary (see section Location Registration) VLR*old and VLR*new notify the changes
to HLR*.
The presented method keeps the logical structure of GSM to a large degree. However, an
essential difference to GSM is the signaling. For the reachability of a mobile subscriber
signaling takes place in more than one LA. This aspect increases the average signaling load in
the whole network, but not in one LA!
Obviously the critical parameter is the size of the pseudonym group. If the group size is high
the danger of tracking of individual subscribers is low, but the signaling load is high and vice
versa.
Another difference to GSM is the necessary bandwidth on the broadcast channel for
signaling.
By using public key cryptography, one paging message is approximately 500 bit long.
However, the extended message space could be used for additional service information (e.g.
billing, transmitting of the challenge information for authentication). Possibly, further protocol
steps may be reduced.
By using symmetric cryptography, bandwidth on the radio interface is saved, but the key
management would be more complicated, since all potential communication partners need to
arrange their secret key before they communicate.
5. COMBINING THE ABOVE STRATEGIES
The reviewed and suggested strategies concerning the subscriber's security in location
management do not take into account the subscriber's mobility and their geographical
distribution. We assume that the centres of population are near to the centres of industry. Most
of the time, subscribers are mobile in the vicinity of their homes (usually at home or at work)
and are reachable in this limited area. So the number of mobile subscriber decays with the
distance to their HPC, as can be seen in Figure 6. New mobile networks will use this
distribution of subscribers and provide means to fulfill the need for personal mobility and
reachability only within the boundary of these centres. The aim is not the provision of
unlimited mobility but serving a large number of subscribers. The effect of this distribution
leads to small cell radii and serves subscribers in an economical way. Because of the cost
reduction of serving subscribers in geographical limited areas the offered services become
cheaper.
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Figure 6 Assumed number of mobile subscribers as a function of their distance from the
HPC
In a network with a limited service area it is useful to employ the method of periodic
pseudonyms, because the mobile subscriber is in the vicinity of his HPC. The signaling
overhead of the request to the HPC is needed in order to find the subscriber's pseudonym. This
overhead is economical with respect to the transmission cost in the fixed network because the
mobile subscriber is in the vicinity of his HPC.
6. FUTURE WORK
The given location management strategies achieve that even the provider of the mobile
communication network cannot trace the roaming of the subscribers. Future work might try to
answer the following questions:
(1) How does the technical expense of the location management strategies described in this
paper compare with the strategies used so far, which do not aim at protecting the
subscribers from observation of their roaming? For different distributions of subscribers
and their calls, load -, performance -, and cost models have to be developed and
evaluated. As far as possible, a quantification of observation of the roaming should be
tried and evaluated in the models as well. For many strategies and some characteristics
of roaming and calls we expect that the protection from observation increases the
expense.
(2) How could the described location management strategies be improved? These
improvements have to be detailed and evaluated as described in (1).
(3) Does it make sense to combine the described strategies, e.g. a strategy of Chapter 3 with
a strategy of Chapter 4? These combinations should be evaluated according to (1) as
well.
(4) How exactly could and should the paying for services, which are not for free, be
organized? Basic protocols for accountability instead of anonymity are known which
use digital pseudonyms [BüPf_89, BüPf_90, Pfit_93]. On the one hand, they should be
re-thought from the perspective of the new location management strategies. On the
other, their expense and security should be determined and compared.
We hope that at least the essential questions can be answered quickly enough to consider the
proposed solutions in the further definition of UMTS.
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